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QUESTION 1

A consultant has recommended that Allen use Google\\'s tool, the Website Optimizer, to improve his site quality and ad
performance. Allen isn\\'t certain why he should use the Website Optimizer. Which of the following statements best
describes, what the Website Optimizer does for webmasters and Google AdWords participants? 

A. Google\\'s Website Optimizer is a subscription-based service, where Google designers will redesign and optimize
Allen\\'s website. Allen must subscribe to the service for at least 90 days. 

B. Google\\'s Website Optimizer is a free tool that will give Allen detailed data on his site, including how users found his
site, what route they used to explore it, and at what point they left. 

C. Google\\'s Website Optimizer is a tool that allows Allen to test different versions of his site content and layout, to
determine what will best attract users, and lead them to convert on his site. 

D. Google\\'s Website Optimizer is a tool that will automatically optimize web pages. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is true about measure of conversion in AdWords? 

A. 1 conversion (ten-per-click) and 2 conversions (many-per-click) 

B. 0 conversion (one-per-click) and 5 conversions (many-per-click) 

C. 1 conversion (one-per-click) and 2 conversions (many-per-click) 

D. 1 conversion (one-per-click) and 5 conversions (many-per-click) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Oliver is managing the Google AdWords account for his company. He has created a daily budget of $20 for a CPC
campaign. Oliver discovers that Google may allow up to 20 percent more clicks than his daily budget allows. Based on
this information, what is the most Oliver could pay in a 30- day billing cycle? 

A. $600 

B. $20 

C. $720 

D. It depends on the number of clicks on his ad 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

You are serving as a consultant for a golf course in your city. The owners of the course are concerned about the
clickthrough rate of their Google sponsored link ad. You tell the clients that their ad is actually performing well based on
the clickthrough rate. Which of the following statements, according to Google, is an indicator that an ad group is
performing very well? 

A. A CTR over one percent on Google is very good. 

B. A CTR over two percent on Google is very good. 

C. A CTR over ten percent on Google is very good. 

D. A CTR over fifty percent on Google is very good. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are creating a new Google AdWords campaign for your company. What is the default setting for new Google
AdWords campaigns in regard to search sites and content network sites? 

A. Your new campaign will only appear in the Google search results home page; you must opt into other components of
the Google Network. 

B. Your new campaign will only appear in the Google Content Network. 

C. Your new campaign is opted in to the entire Google Network: Google search, search partners, and the Content
Network with \\'Relevant pages across the entire network\\' in the default. 

D. Your new campaign will only appear in Google search results and search partners. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

All Google AdWords are reviewed for the content and compliance with Google policy. If an advertiser creates an
advertisement that is deemed to be adult in nature, which one of the following statements would not apply to the
advertiser? 

A. Adult ads won\\'t appear for search queries that aren\\'t considered adult in nature, even if the query is used as a
keyword in the campaign. 

B. Google does not accept adult ads. 

C. Adult ads won\\'t appear for search queries that aren\\'t considered adult in nature, even if the query is used as a
keyword in the campaign. 

D. Non-family and adult ads won\\'t appear on some sites and products in the Google Network that choose to accept
only family safe ads. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

What tool must you use to create a rich media ad format? 

A. Display Ad Builder 

B. Google Tools 

C. Google Pack 

D. Campaign builder 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You have created four ads for your business. When you create multiple Google AdWords ads, how does Google
determine which of the four ads to show, when a keyword triggers the ad? 

A. The ads are shown in rotation. 

B. The ads are shown in the order in which they were created. 

C. The ads are shown based on performance. 

D. The ads are shown in alphabetical order. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

You have created four ads for your business. When you create multiple Google AdWords ads, how does Google
determine which of the four ads to show, when a keyword triggers the ad? 

A. The ads are shown based on performance. 

B. The ads are shown in the order in which they were created. 

C. The ads are shown in rotation. 

D. The ads are shown in alphabetical order. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Bill and Sally are working together on a large Google AdWords campaign, though they are in two separate locations.
Sally has exported her proposed changes to Bill in the Google AdWords Editor and Bill has imported the Account
Snapshot through his Google AdWords Editor. When Bill examines the proposed changes Sally has made, how will he
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know which changes are proposed? 

A. Proposed changes are in purple. 

B. He\\'ll need to compare his version with Sally\\'s version of the campaigns. 

C. Proposed changes are in blue. 

D. Proposed changes are in red. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You manage six accounts through My Client Center. You have just hired an assistant to help manage the accounts, and
you want her to manage three of the six accounts. Which of the following procedures describes the correct process to
allow your assistant to manage the three accounts, while still retaining access to all of the accounts? 

A. You cannot retain access to all the accounts and simultaneously assign your assistant three of the six accounts. 

B. You\\'ll unlink the three accounts from your MCC. Your assistant will create a MCC and link to the three accounts.
You\\'ll then link your assistant\\'s MCC to your MCC. 

C. You\\'ll unlink the three accounts from your MCC. Your assistant will create a MCC and link to the three accounts.
You\\'ll then link your account to your assistant\\'s MCC. 

D. You\\'ll unlink the three accounts from your MCC. Your assistant will create a MCC and link to the three accounts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

You have created several campaigns with Google AdWords for your clients. You are using the Manager Defined Spend
for your budgets in Google AdWords. When you create a new start date for a budget, what requirement does Google
have in regard to the new budget and existing budgets that you manage? 

A. Managed account budgets can\\'t start and end on the same day for more than three managed accounts. 

B. Managed account budgets must be approved by two parties before the ad will begin display . 

C. Managed account budgets cannot exceed $100 per day. 

D. Start dates for new budgets can\\'t overlap with other budgets that may already be set up for the managed account. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Jerry has downloaded and installed the Google AdWords editor. He manages many ads for his company, but the web
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address for his company is changing. He needs a way to quickly and accurately edit the destination URL for his
company\\'s Google AdWords ads, without having to edit them each, individually. What\\'s the best way for Jerry to edit
the entire destination domain for his company? 

A. Because Google needs to approve destination URL changes, Jerry will have to use the online Google AdWords
editor, and wait for Google\\'s approval. 

B. Jerry can do this through Google AdWords editor and the Campaign Manager. 

C. Jerry can do this through the Google AdWords editor through Campaign Manager;by choosing all campaigns and
then editing the domain URL for all campaigns. 

D. Jerry can do this through the Google AdWords editor, with the Advanced Editing Tools and the Advanced URL
Changes option 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Google AdWords has many categories of items and services for sale which they do not allow for advertisement. Which
of the following items is NOT permitted to be advertised on Google AdWords? 

A. Puppies 

B. Cars 

C. Cigars 

D. Political ads 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Ben has installed conversion tracking for his website. Google recommends that Ben use the 

Google Site Stats text block; so users on his site may accept or not accept, the conversion tracking code. Where should
Ben place the Google Site Stats text block on his site? 

A. The Google Site Stats should be placed on a corner of Ben\\'s sales page on his website. 

B. The Google Site Stats should be placed in the header information for each page on Ben\\'s w ebsite. 

C. The Google Site Stats should be placed on a corner of Ben\\'s landing page for Google AdWords traffic on his
website. 

D. The Google Site Stats should be placed on a corner of Ben\\'s confirmation page on his webs ite. 

Correct Answer: D 
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